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Simultaneous analysis of strain and texture of polycrystalline materials using two-dimensional
X-ray diffraction pattern
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Angle dispersive powder X-ray diffraction experiments using a two-dimensional area detector are one of the most powerful
methods for Earth material sciences, particularly under high pressure conditions. A two-dimensional intensity distribution on
Debye rings immediately involves information of the number of crystallites, lattice preferred orientation (LPO) and lattice strains
under stress; i.e. the number of crystallites is directly related with the spottiness on the Debye rings. When a LPO is devel-
oped, diffracted intensities along the Debye rings show circumferential oscillations unique to a manner of the three-dimensional
orientation distribution. The effect of lattice strain appears in elliptic distortions of the each ring or a deviation of the original
crystallographic geometry between rings. These are substantial factors of the bulk physical properties of a polycrystalline mate-
rial, including seismic velocity, thermal/electric conductivity and so on, but in many cases the quantitative treatments have not
yet been developed into a standard technique.

In the present study, the author developed a software code, which simulates a two-dimensional diffraction pattern based on
given experimental parameters (e.g. wave length, beam convergence, camera length, pixel size of a detector, and so on) and
(poly)crystalline properties (crystal structure, crystallite number, size, orientation distribution, lattice strain and so on). Through
the simulation, the effect of the parameters on the diffraction pattern can be quantitatively and visually estimated. Furthermore,
to find the orientation distribution and the lattice strain from the observed diffraction pattern, a fitting procedure is incorporated
into the code as follows: The software initially generates a large number (106-107) of crystallites with random orientation under
a strain-free condition, evaluates the residual of the simulated/observed patterns, and then iteratively modifies the orientation
distribution and stress condition. In each iterative step, randomly selected crystallites (0.1-1.0 %) are roughly orientated toward
a randomly generated direction, and the modified distribution are (or not) adopted if the residual becomes small (or large). Com-
ponents of stress tensor are also modified at several intervals. By repeating the iteration step many times (>105), the simulation
seems to converge to a certain condition. A pole figure (density map of a crystallographic axis or plane direction) can be cal-
culated from the obtained orientation distribution. The fitting procedure was applied for several actual diffraction patterns from
in-situ uniaxial compression experiments, and its validity was confirmed.
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